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Rob attended the National Wildlife Art Museum of
America’s annual show September 2019.

The photo above shows Rob being filmed. The Museum have a collection
of videos depicting the life and work of their artists. In addition to the
footage and interviews taken here, Rob supplied them with photos and
footage taken in Italy at the foundry and in his camp studio in Tanzania.

Rob was asked to be on a panel of 4 artists to give a talk entitled ‘Creativity
in the present moment’,
George Bumann, (sculptor) was the master mind behind the event,(standing top left). It was a great
success, Rob (sculptor), Ron Kingswood (painter), Tim Allen (painter) and September Vhay
(painter) had an animated, and interesting conversation.
Their various perspectives gave the audience a very good picture of how great art is created and
how difficult it is to get to that ‘space’ of true creativity.
They were scheduled to speak for an hour and a half but it was going so well the audience were
riveted and so the speakers continued on for another half hour!
The artists continued the conversation over lunch followed by more chat at Robs Cheetah head
sketch. (pictured below)

The talk was
videoed,
and will be
uploaded
onto the
Museums
You Tube
site in due
course.

ROB WAS HONOURED TO BE PRESENTED WITH THE CARL RUNGUIS MEDAL

The Rungius Medal, named in honour of renowned artist
Carl Rungius, is presented from time to time by the
National Museum of Wildlife Art to individuals who have
made lifetime or extraordinary contributions to the artistic
interpretation and preservation of wildlife and its habitat.
In establishing the Rungius medal, it is the intention of
Trustees to recognise outstanding individuals and
organisations across fields ranging from the fine arts to the
natural sciences. Symbolised by a beautiful, specially
designed gold medal.
the Rungius Medal is the Museum’s highest
honor.
Rob was informed 24 hours before
the event took place, that he was to
be awarded with this prestigious
medal. To make the presentation
the museum was closed at 4pm
with only invited guests and artists
at the event.
The founder of the museum Mr Bill
Kerr, came especially to make the
presentation.
If you would like to know more
about this award please click on
the link below
https://www.wildlifeart.org/about/
medals-and-awards/rungius-award/

The National Wildlife Art Museum of
America is located in one of the most
beautiful areas of USA, Jackson
Hole ,Wyoming.
It is unique, being the only museum in the world
dedicated to wildlife art, and houses an amazing
collection from all over the world.
The annual exhibition brings much interest and over
a thousand guests attend the private viewing spread
over two evening events. Rob was thrilled to have a
number of his friends make the journey from diverse
areas of the USA to join him at this prestigious
venue. (Left) Robs great friends for many years
Bari and Kari Simons from Kentucky. (Below left)
Robs very special associate who has run the
Mustang Museum in Las Colinas, Irving Texas, came
all the way with her daughter Linda for the event.
(Bottom) Tancy and Ralph Spence, from Montana,
they hadn’t met up for 41 years!

Rob would like to thank
everyone who came to visit
him at the show. It was
extremely well attended and
a great success!

